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We characterize digraphs without any path of length two or of length three. 
Let us recall some definitions. A digraph D consists of a finite set V(D) of 
vertices and a set E(D) of arcs. (No loop or multiple arc is allowed.) K~* is the 
complete symmetric digraph on n vertices. K~,q is the complete symmetric 
bipartite digraph on vertex set A U B with IAI = p, Inl- q. For a digraph D, D' 
will denote the digraph obtained by changing the orientation of all the arcs of D 
and /) will denote the complement of D. For any subset A of V(D), DA will 
denote the subdigraph of D induced by A. F+(A) (resp. F--(A)) denotes the set of 
vertices y of V(D) for which there exists a vertex x in A such that (x, y) (resp. 
(y, x)) is an arc of D. 
r(A) = F+(A) u F--(A). 
If D1 and /92 are two digraphs, D1---~D2 denotes the diagraph with vertex set 
V(DI) U V(D2) and arc set 
E(D1) U E(D2) U {(x, y) Ix ~ V(D1), y ~ V(D2)}. 
We characterize the digraphs which do not contain a directed path of length 
two or three. We omit the proofs which are quite easy and just give a sketch of 
the proof of Theorem 2. Direct proofs of Corollaries 1 and 2 can be found in [2]. 
Theorem 1. Let D be a digraph of order n. If D does not contain any path of 
length two, then it is a partial subdigraph of a disjoint union of Fip ~ Kq and of 
digraphs isomorphic to K~z. 
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This results immediately from the proof of Theorem 4.3 in [1]. 
Corollary 1. If D is a digraph with n >>- 3 vertices and at least [n2/4J arcs, then 
either D contains a directed path of length two or 
(i) D or D' is isomorphic to K~,,czj "--> -* K or 
(ii) n ~< 4 and D is isomorphic to K~z tO K*_E. 
Theorem 2. If a digraph does not contain any directed path of length three, then it 
is a partial subdigraph of a digraph Do with V(Do) = [~/---1 Ai, Ai f3 Aj = ~ for 
every i ~: j, such that 
(i) A1 and A2 are independent, 
(ii) the digraph induced by A 3 is a disjoint union of stars K* with vertex set 1 ,mi 
{c,} U M, where IMil = m,, i e I, 
(iii) the digraph induced by A,  or by A5 is a disjoint union of K~z, 
(iv) the digraph induced by A6 is a disjoint union of K~, 
(v) Do contains all the arcs from A1 to A2, from A1 to {ci, i e I}, from {cj, i ~ I} 
to A2, from A1 to A4 and from A5 to A2. (See Fig. 1.) 
:table set  c i stable set 
union of K; union of K* 
Fig. 1. Do. 
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Sketch of the proof. Let Do be the digraph defined in the theorem; let D be a 
digraph with no path of length three. We want to prove that D is a partial 
subdigraph of Do. 
(a) If D does not contain a directed path of length 2, the result follows from 
Theorem 1. 
(b) If D contains a directed path of length 2 which is a subdigraph of a cycle of 
length 3 then obviously no vertex of the cycle can be joined to another vertex 
outside the cycle. So the directed cycles of length 3 are necessarily partial 
subdigraphs of DA6. 
(c) Consider now any other path (a, b, c) of length 2 of D (with no arc (c, a)). 
Let Xo = F-({b}) N/'+({b}), X I= F-({b})\Xo,  X2 = F+({b})\Xo. Obviously Xo, 
X1, X2 are independent sets and F-(X1) = F+(X2) = 9- Let us denote B = {b} U 
Xo U U u r(Xo). 
(1) If X2 = X1 = 9, then F(Xo) \ {b } = {~ and DB is a partial subdigraph of DA3. 
(2) If X2=~, Xa :~ (in which case F+(Xo)\{b} =~), then DB is a partial 
subdigraph of Dalua, if IXol = 1 and of DA1UA 3 if ISol I> 2. (Notice that in this last 
case F(Xo)\ {b} =9-) 
(3) Similarly, if Xx=~, X2:fi~ (in which case F-(Xo)\{b} =0),  then DB is a 
partial subdigraph of DAsUA2 if IXol = 1 and of Da3ua2 if IXol I> 2. (Notice again 
that in this last case F(Xo)\ {b} = 9.) 
(4) If X1 ~: ~ and X2 ¢ 9, then DB is a partial subdigraph of Dalua2ua3. 
Now it is not difficult to see that the only possibility for the different paths of D 
to be linked together yields to the fact that D itself is a partial subdigraph of Do. 
Corollary 2. I f  D is a digraph with n >t 5 vertices and at least [n2/3J arcs, then 
either D contains a directed path of length three or 
(i) D is isomorphic to one of the digraphs -* -* KL,,/3j+h----> (/~tn/3] +i-'-> Kt,,/sj +y ) with 
h, i, j e {0, 1}, or 
(ii) 5 ~< n ~< 7 and D or D' is one of the digraphs from Fig. 2. 
We will now state the general conjecture, which appeared in [1], on the 
existence of a directed path of length k in a digraph with a sufficient number of 
arcs .  
Conjecture. f f  D is a digraph of order n and k an integer, k <~ n - 1, such that 
if k + 1 <- n <~ 2k - 1, we have ]E(D)I > g(n, k) and 
if n >t 2k - 1, we have ]E(D)I > f(n,  k), 
then D contains a directed path of length k. 
[g (n ,k )=(n-  1) (k -  1) and f (n ,k )=n2(k  - 1 ) /2k - r (k - r ) /2k ,  where r is 
the remainder of the euclidean division of n by k, n = qk + r, 0 <-r <~ k -  1. 
g(n, k) is the number of arcs of the digraph K~_I-"> -* K,-k+l. I f  Gi =/~q+l for 
1 <~ i <~ r and Gi = Kq for r + 1 <- i <~ k, f (n,  k) is the number of arcs of the digraph 
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/k 
K*  2 K*  -" K*  * * 1,4 2 1 K 3 U K 2 
m 
2 K 2 -- K 2 2K 2 -- K 3 
Fig. 2. 
G1 --~ (G2 ~ " ' "  (Gk-z ~ (Gk-I ~ Gk))'" "). Thesetwo digraphscontainnopath 
of length k. ] 
The fact that this conjecture is true for k = 2 and k = 3, already known in [1], 
follows also from Corollaries 1 and 2. 
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